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We ride in the rain so you don't have to

Not quite sure how it works, but the general idea is that there will be, no matter what, a certain number of us who are going to be out
there riding on days no sane person would want to, and because we're out there, you don't have to be. You can stay inside where it's
nice & warm and think about what sort of crazy person rides a bicycle in the elements, and you even get to feel superior about it.
That's ok. Those of us in the "no matter what" crowd understand that we're not normal.
Truthfully it wasn't that bad this morning. Drizzling at the start, but mostly just very wet roads and a bit of that riding-in-the-clouds
thing going on. Marcus, Kevin (the pilot), other Kevin, Eric... I think that's it. As was the case Tuesday I was feeling better than my
son on Kings, who was blaming it on being uncomfortable on his bike because he was on his rain bike rather than his newer Trek
Madone, and it's not set up quite the same. In fact, he rode that bike exactly the way it is now for quite some time, and was fine when
he didn't know any better. But when we got the new bike I set it up the way it should be, which meant less aggressively... mostly a
higher handlebar position... which he now understands is what he should have, regardless of the fact that it doesn't look like how
racers set up their bikes.
Now remember that part about feeling better than my son on Kings? By the time we got to west-side Old LaHonda the tables had
turned, and it was me having trouble keeping on his wheel. Hate it when that happens. In general, it's the older guys who get stronger
later in the ride, while the younger folk, if they don't feel great early in the ride, never recover (mentally) from that.
Fortunately, the long-range forecast says that was the last of the rain. Unfortunately, I won't have as much time to ride, because we'll
be open this Sunday (when we'd normally put in a 60-100 mile ride), and the following Sunday is Christmas, and I doubt we'll get
out then. But that still leaves several Tuesday & Thursday-morning rides before the big event, the annual New Year's Day ride up
Mount Hamilton.
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